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those who attempt to live and love in peace with each other, and, impossibly, with a riven and irreconcilable
world.”—John Banville, Man Booker Prize–winning author of The Sea
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“Astonishing . . . Even the (asymmetrical) tragedy of the two peoples does not overwhelm this precise and
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“[All the Rivers] ought to be read like J. M. Coetzee or Toni Morrison—from a distance in order to get close.
We might be born Montague or Capulet, but we can choose not to be part of the tragedy.”—Walla!

“Beautiful and sensitive . . . a human tale of rapprochement and separation . . . a noteworthy human and
literary achievement.”—Makor Rishon 

“A captivating (and heartbreaking) gem, written in a spectacular style, with a rich, flowing, colorful and
addictive language.”—Motke

“Rabinyan’s ability to create a rich realism alongside a firm, clear and convincing flow of emotional
fluctuations . . . gives the work a literary momentum and makes the reading both compelling and



enjoyable.”—Ynet

“A great novel of love and peace.”—La Stampa

“More real and painful than a deep wound . . . a novel that truly speaks to the heart.”—Corriere della Sera
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Part One
Autumn
Chapter 1
 
Someone was at the door. I was vacuuming, with Nirvana on the stereo at full volume, and the polite
doorbell chirps had failed to break through, rousing me only when they lost their patience and became long
and aggressive. It was mid--November, early on a Saturday afternoon. I’d managed to get a few things done
in the morning and was now busy cleaning. I vacuumed the couches and the hardwood floor, my ears
bursting with the hollow roar of air and the reverberating music, a monotonous screen of white noise that
somehow imbued me with calm. I was free of thoughts as I wielded the suction hose to root out dust and cat
fur, entirely focused on the reds and blues of the rug. I snapped out of it when the vacuum’s sigh subsided
just as the song was whispering its last sounds. In the three-- or four--second gap before the next track, I
heard the sharp, insistent doorbell chime. Like a deaf person who suddenly regains her hearing, I had trouble
finding language.
 
“Rak .?.?.” I stuttered in Hebrew at the door. “Rak rega .?.?.” Then I corrected myself as I glanced
suspiciously at the clock: “Just a minute.”
 
It was one--thirty in the afternoon, but the bleak grayness outside made evening seem near. Through the
steamed--up windows looking out from the twelfth floor to the corner of Ninth Street and University Place, I
could dimly make out the respectable buildings of Fifth Avenue and a strip of low sky that gleamed like
steel, squeezed in above the smoking chimneys.
 
The bell rang again but stopped a moment after I turned off the music. “One minute please?.?.?.” I quickly
scanned my reflection in the hallway mirror—-lopsided ponytail, dusty T--shirt and sweatpants, gym
shoes—-and flung open the door.
 
Two men in their forties wearing business suits and dark ties stood outside. The one on the right held a
document case under his arm and was a head taller than the one on the left, who stood facing me like a
cowboy about to draw, or as though he were holding an invisible suitcase in each hand. The impatience
conveyed by the right one’s bony fingers tapping on his black leather case, and the relief on the cowboy’s
fleshy face, testified to the long minutes they had been waiting at the door.
 
“Hello,” I said, so surprised I was almost voiceless.
 



“Hello, ma’am. We’re very sorry to disturb you. My name is Agent Rogers, and this is my colleague Agent
Nelson. We’re from the Federal Bureau of Investigation. May we come in for a few moments to ask you
some questions?”
 
It was the one on the left talking, the gunslinger. His suit looked two sizes too small for his dense, solid
body, and he spoke with a smooth inflection that stretched out the words and elongated the ends of syllables
as if he were chewing on his tongue. I was frozen, unable to take in the names and titles, nor did I understand
the meaning of what he had said until his tall partner, with demonstrative impatience and an unreadably
steely expression, reached into his inner coat pocket and pulled out something I had only ever seen in movies
and TV series: a gilded, embossed police badge.
 
I must have murmured something—-surprised, somewhat contrite—-and blinked, and in light of my stunned
deaf--mute response they assumed I had trouble speaking English. The tall one looked over my head,
surveying the apartment, and my momentary suspicion that they thought I was the cleaner was reinforced
when the bully continued, louder this time:
 
“Just a few questions, please. We’d like to ask you a few questions.” He accentuated his words the way one
might speak to a small child, unrolling each syllable. “Is it all right for us to come in?”
 
My embarrassment, and perhaps my affront, roughened my voice. I could hear the tremor underscoring my
accent: “May I please know?.?.?.” I cleared my throat. “I’m sorry, but could you tell me why, please?”
 
I recognized a flash of relief in the cowboy’s eyes. “You’ll understand very soon,” he said, resuming his
authoritative tone. “It won’t take more than a few minutes, ma’am.”
 
 
 
In the kitchen I poured myself a glass of tepid water and gulped it down without stopping for air. There was
no reason for me to be nervous, my visa was valid, but still, the fact that they were sitting there in the living
room, waiting for me to come back so they could interrogate me, was enough to make me anxious. I took
two more glasses from the cabinet and wondered whether to call Andrew. He was a friend from back in
Israel, from when we were nineteen, and I could ask him to come and confirm that he knew me. But even
trying to figure out what I would tell him on the phone was enough to make me thirsty again.
 
By the time I got back to the living room, they’d taken the chairs off the dining table, where I’d overturned
them to clean the floor. The tall one had removed his coat and was sitting with his back to the kitchen. I saw
the bully standing next to the vacuum cleaner, scanning the room.
 
“Do you live here alone?”
 
A spasm went through my hand and shook the glasses on the tray. “Yes, it’s my friends’ apartment,” I said,
and tilted my head at Dudi and Charlene’s wedding photo. “They’re in the Far East. On a long trip. I’m
house--sitting and cat--sitting for them.” Franny and Zooey were nowhere to be seen.
 
His gaze lingered on the dishes of water and food under the bookshelf. “And how do you know this couple?”
He looked back at the  photograph. “Do they rent or own?”
“It’s their apartment,” I said, still not moving. “I’ve known Dudi for ages, from Israel, he’s a childhood
friend of mine, and his wife is American—-”
 



He murmured something and glanced around. “Are you from Israel?”
 
“Yes, sir.”
 
He wandered over to the windows. I watched him for a moment, then took advantage of the opening to
approach the table.
 
“How long have you been living here?” he asked.
 
“About two months.” I set the tray down with relief. “They’re supposed to be back in the spring.” I
remembered sadly that I was out of cigarettes. “But I have another friend, he’s from here”—-I searched with
my eyes for the cordless phone, intending to call Andrew—-“you can ask him—-”
 
“Ask him?”
 
“I don’t know?.?.?.” My voice faltered. “About me?.?.?.”
 
He turned his back and was drawn to the windows again. “That won’t be necessary at this point.”
 
“Thank you very much,” the tall one said, surprising me with a deep, crisp, radio announcer’s voice.
 
“Excuse me?”
 
“Thanks for the water.” He smiled over the bottle. He had perfect teeth, straight and white like in a teeth--
whitening commercial.
 
I nodded nervously and held out my passport, which I’d retrieved from my purse, open to the visa page. In
the kitchen, even though I knew the visa was valid for another six months, I had double--checked the dates.
 
He turned the passport over, glanced at the blue cover, and went back to the open page. “So, you’re a citizen
of the State of Israel, Ms. Ben--ya--mi?.?.?.”
 
“Benyamini,” I offered helpfully, as if it made any difference. “Liat Benyamini.” I could clearly see the halos
of contact lenses in his alert gray eyes as they roamed from the tense expression on my face to the one in my
passport picture.
 
He gestured at the chair next to him.
“I’m Israeli,” I mumbled, obediently dragging the chair over. The feet screeched on the floor.
 
 
 
The interrogation really did last less than fifteen minutes. First of all the tall one took out a pad of forms
watermarked with the pale green FBI emblem. On the upper left corner of the first one, he wrote the date
with a blue pen. He copied my name from the passport in big block letters, widely spaced. Then he
meticulously recorded the six digits of my date of birth. His handwriting was handsome, fluent, as assured as
the tone he used to ask me to repeat my address, the apartment phone number, and the owners’ names. He
wrote down some enigmatic acronyms and checked several boxes at the ends of lines. When he went on to
the next sheet, he suddenly looked up and studied my face. I avoided his eyes and looked down at the table. I
could see that he wrote “black” and another “black”—-probably my hair color and eye color—-and that he



described my skin tone as “dark olive.”
 
Then the bully took over. “I see you were born in Israel,” he said, flipping my passport back and forth until
he figured out that it went from right to left. “Nineteen seventy--three.”
 
“Yes.” I straightened up in my chair.
 
“Which would mean that you are now twenty—-”
 
“Nine.”
 
“Married?”
 
My fingernails dug anxiously into my palms. “No.”
 
“Kids?”
 
I shoved my hands deep under my thighs. “No.”
 
“Where do you live?”
 
“In Israel?”
 
“Yes, ma’am, in Israel.”
 
“Oh. In Tel Aviv.”
 
“And what do you do?”
 
I extricated my hands and took a sip of water. “I’m studying for my master’s degree at Tel Aviv University.”
“Master’s in what?”
 
I remembered that he had thought I was the maid. “I have a B.A. in English literature and linguistics. I
translate research papers.”
 
“Oh, linguistics?.?.?.??You’re a translator!” he exclaimed. “That explains your excellent English.”
 
“Thank you. I’m here on a Fulbright fellowship.” I tried to keep my tone flat, businesslike. “They arranged
my visa.”
 
He looked at the passport again. “For almost six months.” He nodded at the document. “I do see here that
your visa is valid until May 2003.”
 
“Yes.” I tamped down my nervous foot that was fidgeting under the table, and longed for a cigarette with all
my being. “May twentieth.”
 
“Interesting. That’s interesting,” he said after drinking half his glass of water. “You translate from English
into Hebrew?”
 



I nodded dryly. And regretted ever mentioning it. I could have just said I was a student from Israel and been
done with it, but I must have felt the need to wave something around, to salvage my dignity in his eyes.
 
His expression remained unchanged. His pink fingernails tapped lightly on his glass. “I assume Hebrew is
your mother tongue.?.?.?.”
 
“Yes. Um, no?.?.?.” I forged ahead despondently. “My parents are Iranian immigrants, but my sister and I
grew up speaking Hebrew.”
 
The tapping stopped, replaced by a hum. “Iranian immigrants?”
 
“My parents are Jews from Tehran; they emigrated to Israel in the mid--sixties.”
 
He made sure his partner was writing this down, then turned back to me. “So both of them, both your
parents, are Jewish.”
 
I nodded again. And for the tall one’s sake, who looked up at me with a questioning expression, I repeated
out loud in a clear voice, “That’s correct.”
 
“That is certainly interesting,” the bully went on, wrinkling his forehead. “And your relatives, do any of them
still live in Iran?”
 
“No,” I answered. This new direction the conversation was taking instilled me with confidence. “They all
emigrated to Israel, they’ve all been Israeli citizens since—-”
“And you yourself, have you visited Iran recently?”
 
“Never.”
 
“You didn’t perhaps take a trip there,” he tried again, “to track down your roots or anything like that?”
 
“Iran is not a highly recommended destination if you have one of those.” I jerked my head at the passport.
“They might let me in, but I’m not sure I’d be able to get out.?.?.?.”
 
He liked my answer. He looked at the passport with a hint of a smile and opened it back to the page where
he’d kept his finger. “So you’re saying you’ve never visited”—-he examined the stamped pages—-“Iran.”
 
“That’s right.”
 
“But judging by what I see here, you’ve made several visits to Egypt in the past few years.”
 
“Egypt? Oh, yes, to Sinai. We used to go there a lot. But lately it’s become a little dangerous. For Israelis, I
mean?.?.?.”
 
He got to the end of the passport and removed a document that had been stuck there ever since I finished my
army service.
 
“That’s from the IDF—-the army,” I explained. “It says I’m allowed to leave Israel as I wish.” Before he
could unleash another barrage of questions, I added, “Military service is compulsory in Israel. Women serve
two years and men three. I served in a unit that takes care of soldiers’ social welfare. I enlisted in 1990 and



finished in ’92.”
 
My sudden flow of speech, and particularly the effort I had made in the past few minutes to give my voice a
measure of calm and an odd sort of levity—-as though I was finding this situation increasingly amusing—-
had completely exhausted me.
 
“Now tell me, please”—-his voice sounded light and carefree now, almost friendly—-“how you write your
translation work.” He shut the passport and handed it to me. “Pen and paper, or on a computer?”
 
I certainly wasn’t expecting that. “Computer.”
 
“A laptop?”
I couldn’t believe it was still going on. “Yes, I?.?.?.”
 
He interlaced the fingers of both hands and put them on the table in front of him. “Here, at home?”
“Either here or at the university library.”
 
“And in coffee shops? Do you work on your laptop at coffee shops?”
 
“Yes. Sometimes.”
 
“Is there a particular place you go to regularly?”
 
“A particular place?” I hesitated. I wasn’t sure what he was getting at. “I’m sorry, but I don’t
understand.?.?.?.”
 
“Ma’am, have you recently visited a café not far from here, on the corner of Tenth Street and Sixth
Avenue?” His partner passed him the pen and he signed the bottom of the form. “Café Aquarium?”
 
“The Aquarium, oh yes?.?.?.”
 
“Might you have been there last week? On Tuesday evening?”
 
“Tuesday? I might have been. It’s—-”
 
He closed his eyes for a second, looking gratified. “Thank you, ma’am.”
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Part One
Autumn
Chapter 1
 
Someone was at the door. I was vacuuming, with Nirvana on the stereo at full volume, and the polite
doorbell chirps had failed to break through, rousing me only when they lost their patience and became long
and aggressive. It was mid--November, early on a Saturday afternoon. I’d managed to get a few things done
in the morning and was now busy cleaning. I vacuumed the couches and the hardwood floor, my ears
bursting with the hollow roar of air and the reverberating music, a monotonous screen of white noise that
somehow imbued me with calm. I was free of thoughts as I wielded the suction hose to root out dust and cat
fur, entirely focused on the reds and blues of the rug. I snapped out of it when the vacuum’s sigh subsided
just as the song was whispering its last sounds. In the three-- or four--second gap before the next track, I
heard the sharp, insistent doorbell chime. Like a deaf person who suddenly regains her hearing, I had trouble
finding language.
 
“Rak .?.?.” I stuttered in Hebrew at the door. “Rak rega .?.?.” Then I corrected myself as I glanced
suspiciously at the clock: “Just a minute.”
 
It was one--thirty in the afternoon, but the bleak grayness outside made evening seem near. Through the
steamed--up windows looking out from the twelfth floor to the corner of Ninth Street and University Place, I
could dimly make out the respectable buildings of Fifth Avenue and a strip of low sky that gleamed like
steel, squeezed in above the smoking chimneys.
 
The bell rang again but stopped a moment after I turned off the music. “One minute please?.?.?.” I quickly
scanned my reflection in the hallway mirror—-lopsided ponytail, dusty T--shirt and sweatpants, gym
shoes—-and flung open the door.
 
Two men in their forties wearing business suits and dark ties stood outside. The one on the right held a
document case under his arm and was a head taller than the one on the left, who stood facing me like a
cowboy about to draw, or as though he were holding an invisible suitcase in each hand. The impatience
conveyed by the right one’s bony fingers tapping on his black leather case, and the relief on the cowboy’s



fleshy face, testified to the long minutes they had been waiting at the door.
 
“Hello,” I said, so surprised I was almost voiceless.
 
“Hello, ma’am. We’re very sorry to disturb you. My name is Agent Rogers, and this is my colleague Agent
Nelson. We’re from the Federal Bureau of Investigation. May we come in for a few moments to ask you
some questions?”
 
It was the one on the left talking, the gunslinger. His suit looked two sizes too small for his dense, solid
body, and he spoke with a smooth inflection that stretched out the words and elongated the ends of syllables
as if he were chewing on his tongue. I was frozen, unable to take in the names and titles, nor did I understand
the meaning of what he had said until his tall partner, with demonstrative impatience and an unreadably
steely expression, reached into his inner coat pocket and pulled out something I had only ever seen in movies
and TV series: a gilded, embossed police badge.
 
I must have murmured something—-surprised, somewhat contrite—-and blinked, and in light of my stunned
deaf--mute response they assumed I had trouble speaking English. The tall one looked over my head,
surveying the apartment, and my momentary suspicion that they thought I was the cleaner was reinforced
when the bully continued, louder this time:
 
“Just a few questions, please. We’d like to ask you a few questions.” He accentuated his words the way one
might speak to a small child, unrolling each syllable. “Is it all right for us to come in?”
 
My embarrassment, and perhaps my affront, roughened my voice. I could hear the tremor underscoring my
accent: “May I please know?.?.?.” I cleared my throat. “I’m sorry, but could you tell me why, please?”
 
I recognized a flash of relief in the cowboy’s eyes. “You’ll understand very soon,” he said, resuming his
authoritative tone. “It won’t take more than a few minutes, ma’am.”
 
 
 
In the kitchen I poured myself a glass of tepid water and gulped it down without stopping for air. There was
no reason for me to be nervous, my visa was valid, but still, the fact that they were sitting there in the living
room, waiting for me to come back so they could interrogate me, was enough to make me anxious. I took
two more glasses from the cabinet and wondered whether to call Andrew. He was a friend from back in
Israel, from when we were nineteen, and I could ask him to come and confirm that he knew me. But even
trying to figure out what I would tell him on the phone was enough to make me thirsty again.
 
By the time I got back to the living room, they’d taken the chairs off the dining table, where I’d overturned
them to clean the floor. The tall one had removed his coat and was sitting with his back to the kitchen. I saw
the bully standing next to the vacuum cleaner, scanning the room.
 
“Do you live here alone?”
 
A spasm went through my hand and shook the glasses on the tray. “Yes, it’s my friends’ apartment,” I said,
and tilted my head at Dudi and Charlene’s wedding photo. “They’re in the Far East. On a long trip. I’m
house--sitting and cat--sitting for them.” Franny and Zooey were nowhere to be seen.
 
His gaze lingered on the dishes of water and food under the bookshelf. “And how do you know this couple?”



He looked back at the  photograph. “Do they rent or own?”
“It’s their apartment,” I said, still not moving. “I’ve known Dudi for ages, from Israel, he’s a childhood
friend of mine, and his wife is American—-”
 
He murmured something and glanced around. “Are you from Israel?”
 
“Yes, sir.”
 
He wandered over to the windows. I watched him for a moment, then took advantage of the opening to
approach the table.
 
“How long have you been living here?” he asked.
 
“About two months.” I set the tray down with relief. “They’re supposed to be back in the spring.” I
remembered sadly that I was out of cigarettes. “But I have another friend, he’s from here”—-I searched with
my eyes for the cordless phone, intending to call Andrew—-“you can ask him—-”
 
“Ask him?”
 
“I don’t know?.?.?.” My voice faltered. “About me?.?.?.”
 
He turned his back and was drawn to the windows again. “That won’t be necessary at this point.”
 
“Thank you very much,” the tall one said, surprising me with a deep, crisp, radio announcer’s voice.
 
“Excuse me?”
 
“Thanks for the water.” He smiled over the bottle. He had perfect teeth, straight and white like in a teeth--
whitening commercial.
 
I nodded nervously and held out my passport, which I’d retrieved from my purse, open to the visa page. In
the kitchen, even though I knew the visa was valid for another six months, I had double--checked the dates.
 
He turned the passport over, glanced at the blue cover, and went back to the open page. “So, you’re a citizen
of the State of Israel, Ms. Ben--ya--mi?.?.?.”
 
“Benyamini,” I offered helpfully, as if it made any difference. “Liat Benyamini.” I could clearly see the halos
of contact lenses in his alert gray eyes as they roamed from the tense expression on my face to the one in my
passport picture.
 
He gestured at the chair next to him.
“I’m Israeli,” I mumbled, obediently dragging the chair over. The feet screeched on the floor.
 
 
 
The interrogation really did last less than fifteen minutes. First of all the tall one took out a pad of forms
watermarked with the pale green FBI emblem. On the upper left corner of the first one, he wrote the date
with a blue pen. He copied my name from the passport in big block letters, widely spaced. Then he
meticulously recorded the six digits of my date of birth. His handwriting was handsome, fluent, as assured as



the tone he used to ask me to repeat my address, the apartment phone number, and the owners’ names. He
wrote down some enigmatic acronyms and checked several boxes at the ends of lines. When he went on to
the next sheet, he suddenly looked up and studied my face. I avoided his eyes and looked down at the table. I
could see that he wrote “black” and another “black”—-probably my hair color and eye color—-and that he
described my skin tone as “dark olive.”
 
Then the bully took over. “I see you were born in Israel,” he said, flipping my passport back and forth until
he figured out that it went from right to left. “Nineteen seventy--three.”
 
“Yes.” I straightened up in my chair.
 
“Which would mean that you are now twenty—-”
 
“Nine.”
 
“Married?”
 
My fingernails dug anxiously into my palms. “No.”
 
“Kids?”
 
I shoved my hands deep under my thighs. “No.”
 
“Where do you live?”
 
“In Israel?”
 
“Yes, ma’am, in Israel.”
 
“Oh. In Tel Aviv.”
 
“And what do you do?”
 
I extricated my hands and took a sip of water. “I’m studying for my master’s degree at Tel Aviv University.”
“Master’s in what?”
 
I remembered that he had thought I was the maid. “I have a B.A. in English literature and linguistics. I
translate research papers.”
 
“Oh, linguistics?.?.?.??You’re a translator!” he exclaimed. “That explains your excellent English.”
 
“Thank you. I’m here on a Fulbright fellowship.” I tried to keep my tone flat, businesslike. “They arranged
my visa.”
 
He looked at the passport again. “For almost six months.” He nodded at the document. “I do see here that
your visa is valid until May 2003.”
 
“Yes.” I tamped down my nervous foot that was fidgeting under the table, and longed for a cigarette with all
my being. “May twentieth.”



 
“Interesting. That’s interesting,” he said after drinking half his glass of water. “You translate from English
into Hebrew?”
 
I nodded dryly. And regretted ever mentioning it. I could have just said I was a student from Israel and been
done with it, but I must have felt the need to wave something around, to salvage my dignity in his eyes.
 
His expression remained unchanged. His pink fingernails tapped lightly on his glass. “I assume Hebrew is
your mother tongue.?.?.?.”
 
“Yes. Um, no?.?.?.” I forged ahead despondently. “My parents are Iranian immigrants, but my sister and I
grew up speaking Hebrew.”
 
The tapping stopped, replaced by a hum. “Iranian immigrants?”
 
“My parents are Jews from Tehran; they emigrated to Israel in the mid--sixties.”
 
He made sure his partner was writing this down, then turned back to me. “So both of them, both your
parents, are Jewish.”
 
I nodded again. And for the tall one’s sake, who looked up at me with a questioning expression, I repeated
out loud in a clear voice, “That’s correct.”
 
“That is certainly interesting,” the bully went on, wrinkling his forehead. “And your relatives, do any of them
still live in Iran?”
 
“No,” I answered. This new direction the conversation was taking instilled me with confidence. “They all
emigrated to Israel, they’ve all been Israeli citizens since—-”
“And you yourself, have you visited Iran recently?”
 
“Never.”
 
“You didn’t perhaps take a trip there,” he tried again, “to track down your roots or anything like that?”
 
“Iran is not a highly recommended destination if you have one of those.” I jerked my head at the passport.
“They might let me in, but I’m not sure I’d be able to get out.?.?.?.”
 
He liked my answer. He looked at the passport with a hint of a smile and opened it back to the page where
he’d kept his finger. “So you’re saying you’ve never visited”—-he examined the stamped pages—-“Iran.”
 
“That’s right.”
 
“But judging by what I see here, you’ve made several visits to Egypt in the past few years.”
 
“Egypt? Oh, yes, to Sinai. We used to go there a lot. But lately it’s become a little dangerous. For Israelis, I
mean?.?.?.”
 
He got to the end of the passport and removed a document that had been stuck there ever since I finished my
army service.



 
“That’s from the IDF—-the army,” I explained. “It says I’m allowed to leave Israel as I wish.” Before he
could unleash another barrage of questions, I added, “Military service is compulsory in Israel. Women serve
two years and men three. I served in a unit that takes care of soldiers’ social welfare. I enlisted in 1990 and
finished in ’92.”
 
My sudden flow of speech, and particularly the effort I had made in the past few minutes to give my voice a
measure of calm and an odd sort of levity—-as though I was finding this situation increasingly amusing—-
had completely exhausted me.
 
“Now tell me, please”—-his voice sounded light and carefree now, almost friendly—-“how you write your
translation work.” He shut the passport and handed it to me. “Pen and paper, or on a computer?”
 
I certainly wasn’t expecting that. “Computer.”
 
“A laptop?”
I couldn’t believe it was still going on. “Yes, I?.?.?.”
 
He interlaced the fingers of both hands and put them on the table in front of him. “Here, at home?”
“Either here or at the university library.”
 
“And in coffee shops? Do you work on your laptop at coffee shops?”
 
“Yes. Sometimes.”
 
“Is there a particular place you go to regularly?”
 
“A particular place?” I hesitated. I wasn’t sure what he was getting at. “I’m sorry, but I don’t
understand.?.?.?.”
 
“Ma’am, have you recently visited a café not far from here, on the corner of Tenth Street and Sixth
Avenue?” His partner passed him the pen and he signed the bottom of the form. “Café Aquarium?”
 
“The Aquarium, oh yes?.?.?.”
 
“Might you have been there last week? On Tuesday evening?”
 
“Tuesday? I might have been. It’s—-”
 
He closed his eyes for a second, looking gratified. “Thank you, ma’am.”
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Part One
Autumn
Chapter 1
 
Someone was at the door. I was vacuuming, with Nirvana on the stereo at full volume, and the polite
doorbell chirps had failed to break through, rousing me only when they lost their patience and became long
and aggressive. It was mid--November, early on a Saturday afternoon. I’d managed to get a few things done
in the morning and was now busy cleaning. I vacuumed the couches and the hardwood floor, my ears
bursting with the hollow roar of air and the reverberating music, a monotonous screen of white noise that
somehow imbued me with calm. I was free of thoughts as I wielded the suction hose to root out dust and cat
fur, entirely focused on the reds and blues of the rug. I snapped out of it when the vacuum’s sigh subsided
just as the song was whispering its last sounds. In the three-- or four--second gap before the next track, I
heard the sharp, insistent doorbell chime. Like a deaf person who suddenly regains her hearing, I had trouble
finding language.
 
“Rak .?.?.” I stuttered in Hebrew at the door. “Rak rega .?.?.” Then I corrected myself as I glanced
suspiciously at the clock: “Just a minute.”
 
It was one--thirty in the afternoon, but the bleak grayness outside made evening seem near. Through the
steamed--up windows looking out from the twelfth floor to the corner of Ninth Street and University Place, I
could dimly make out the respectable buildings of Fifth Avenue and a strip of low sky that gleamed like
steel, squeezed in above the smoking chimneys.
 
The bell rang again but stopped a moment after I turned off the music. “One minute please?.?.?.” I quickly
scanned my reflection in the hallway mirror—-lopsided ponytail, dusty T--shirt and sweatpants, gym
shoes—-and flung open the door.
 
Two men in their forties wearing business suits and dark ties stood outside. The one on the right held a
document case under his arm and was a head taller than the one on the left, who stood facing me like a
cowboy about to draw, or as though he were holding an invisible suitcase in each hand. The impatience
conveyed by the right one’s bony fingers tapping on his black leather case, and the relief on the cowboy’s
fleshy face, testified to the long minutes they had been waiting at the door.
 
“Hello,” I said, so surprised I was almost voiceless.
 
“Hello, ma’am. We’re very sorry to disturb you. My name is Agent Rogers, and this is my colleague Agent
Nelson. We’re from the Federal Bureau of Investigation. May we come in for a few moments to ask you
some questions?”
 



It was the one on the left talking, the gunslinger. His suit looked two sizes too small for his dense, solid
body, and he spoke with a smooth inflection that stretched out the words and elongated the ends of syllables
as if he were chewing on his tongue. I was frozen, unable to take in the names and titles, nor did I understand
the meaning of what he had said until his tall partner, with demonstrative impatience and an unreadably
steely expression, reached into his inner coat pocket and pulled out something I had only ever seen in movies
and TV series: a gilded, embossed police badge.
 
I must have murmured something—-surprised, somewhat contrite—-and blinked, and in light of my stunned
deaf--mute response they assumed I had trouble speaking English. The tall one looked over my head,
surveying the apartment, and my momentary suspicion that they thought I was the cleaner was reinforced
when the bully continued, louder this time:
 
“Just a few questions, please. We’d like to ask you a few questions.” He accentuated his words the way one
might speak to a small child, unrolling each syllable. “Is it all right for us to come in?”
 
My embarrassment, and perhaps my affront, roughened my voice. I could hear the tremor underscoring my
accent: “May I please know?.?.?.” I cleared my throat. “I’m sorry, but could you tell me why, please?”
 
I recognized a flash of relief in the cowboy’s eyes. “You’ll understand very soon,” he said, resuming his
authoritative tone. “It won’t take more than a few minutes, ma’am.”
 
 
 
In the kitchen I poured myself a glass of tepid water and gulped it down without stopping for air. There was
no reason for me to be nervous, my visa was valid, but still, the fact that they were sitting there in the living
room, waiting for me to come back so they could interrogate me, was enough to make me anxious. I took
two more glasses from the cabinet and wondered whether to call Andrew. He was a friend from back in
Israel, from when we were nineteen, and I could ask him to come and confirm that he knew me. But even
trying to figure out what I would tell him on the phone was enough to make me thirsty again.
 
By the time I got back to the living room, they’d taken the chairs off the dining table, where I’d overturned
them to clean the floor. The tall one had removed his coat and was sitting with his back to the kitchen. I saw
the bully standing next to the vacuum cleaner, scanning the room.
 
“Do you live here alone?”
 
A spasm went through my hand and shook the glasses on the tray. “Yes, it’s my friends’ apartment,” I said,
and tilted my head at Dudi and Charlene’s wedding photo. “They’re in the Far East. On a long trip. I’m
house--sitting and cat--sitting for them.” Franny and Zooey were nowhere to be seen.
 
His gaze lingered on the dishes of water and food under the bookshelf. “And how do you know this couple?”
He looked back at the  photograph. “Do they rent or own?”
“It’s their apartment,” I said, still not moving. “I’ve known Dudi for ages, from Israel, he’s a childhood
friend of mine, and his wife is American—-”
 
He murmured something and glanced around. “Are you from Israel?”
 
“Yes, sir.”
 



He wandered over to the windows. I watched him for a moment, then took advantage of the opening to
approach the table.
 
“How long have you been living here?” he asked.
 
“About two months.” I set the tray down with relief. “They’re supposed to be back in the spring.” I
remembered sadly that I was out of cigarettes. “But I have another friend, he’s from here”—-I searched with
my eyes for the cordless phone, intending to call Andrew—-“you can ask him—-”
 
“Ask him?”
 
“I don’t know?.?.?.” My voice faltered. “About me?.?.?.”
 
He turned his back and was drawn to the windows again. “That won’t be necessary at this point.”
 
“Thank you very much,” the tall one said, surprising me with a deep, crisp, radio announcer’s voice.
 
“Excuse me?”
 
“Thanks for the water.” He smiled over the bottle. He had perfect teeth, straight and white like in a teeth--
whitening commercial.
 
I nodded nervously and held out my passport, which I’d retrieved from my purse, open to the visa page. In
the kitchen, even though I knew the visa was valid for another six months, I had double--checked the dates.
 
He turned the passport over, glanced at the blue cover, and went back to the open page. “So, you’re a citizen
of the State of Israel, Ms. Ben--ya--mi?.?.?.”
 
“Benyamini,” I offered helpfully, as if it made any difference. “Liat Benyamini.” I could clearly see the halos
of contact lenses in his alert gray eyes as they roamed from the tense expression on my face to the one in my
passport picture.
 
He gestured at the chair next to him.
“I’m Israeli,” I mumbled, obediently dragging the chair over. The feet screeched on the floor.
 
 
 
The interrogation really did last less than fifteen minutes. First of all the tall one took out a pad of forms
watermarked with the pale green FBI emblem. On the upper left corner of the first one, he wrote the date
with a blue pen. He copied my name from the passport in big block letters, widely spaced. Then he
meticulously recorded the six digits of my date of birth. His handwriting was handsome, fluent, as assured as
the tone he used to ask me to repeat my address, the apartment phone number, and the owners’ names. He
wrote down some enigmatic acronyms and checked several boxes at the ends of lines. When he went on to
the next sheet, he suddenly looked up and studied my face. I avoided his eyes and looked down at the table. I
could see that he wrote “black” and another “black”—-probably my hair color and eye color—-and that he
described my skin tone as “dark olive.”
 
Then the bully took over. “I see you were born in Israel,” he said, flipping my passport back and forth until
he figured out that it went from right to left. “Nineteen seventy--three.”



 
“Yes.” I straightened up in my chair.
 
“Which would mean that you are now twenty—-”
 
“Nine.”
 
“Married?”
 
My fingernails dug anxiously into my palms. “No.”
 
“Kids?”
 
I shoved my hands deep under my thighs. “No.”
 
“Where do you live?”
 
“In Israel?”
 
“Yes, ma’am, in Israel.”
 
“Oh. In Tel Aviv.”
 
“And what do you do?”
 
I extricated my hands and took a sip of water. “I’m studying for my master’s degree at Tel Aviv University.”
“Master’s in what?”
 
I remembered that he had thought I was the maid. “I have a B.A. in English literature and linguistics. I
translate research papers.”
 
“Oh, linguistics?.?.?.??You’re a translator!” he exclaimed. “That explains your excellent English.”
 
“Thank you. I’m here on a Fulbright fellowship.” I tried to keep my tone flat, businesslike. “They arranged
my visa.”
 
He looked at the passport again. “For almost six months.” He nodded at the document. “I do see here that
your visa is valid until May 2003.”
 
“Yes.” I tamped down my nervous foot that was fidgeting under the table, and longed for a cigarette with all
my being. “May twentieth.”
 
“Interesting. That’s interesting,” he said after drinking half his glass of water. “You translate from English
into Hebrew?”
 
I nodded dryly. And regretted ever mentioning it. I could have just said I was a student from Israel and been
done with it, but I must have felt the need to wave something around, to salvage my dignity in his eyes.
 
His expression remained unchanged. His pink fingernails tapped lightly on his glass. “I assume Hebrew is



your mother tongue.?.?.?.”
 
“Yes. Um, no?.?.?.” I forged ahead despondently. “My parents are Iranian immigrants, but my sister and I
grew up speaking Hebrew.”
 
The tapping stopped, replaced by a hum. “Iranian immigrants?”
 
“My parents are Jews from Tehran; they emigrated to Israel in the mid--sixties.”
 
He made sure his partner was writing this down, then turned back to me. “So both of them, both your
parents, are Jewish.”
 
I nodded again. And for the tall one’s sake, who looked up at me with a questioning expression, I repeated
out loud in a clear voice, “That’s correct.”
 
“That is certainly interesting,” the bully went on, wrinkling his forehead. “And your relatives, do any of them
still live in Iran?”
 
“No,” I answered. This new direction the conversation was taking instilled me with confidence. “They all
emigrated to Israel, they’ve all been Israeli citizens since—-”
“And you yourself, have you visited Iran recently?”
 
“Never.”
 
“You didn’t perhaps take a trip there,” he tried again, “to track down your roots or anything like that?”
 
“Iran is not a highly recommended destination if you have one of those.” I jerked my head at the passport.
“They might let me in, but I’m not sure I’d be able to get out.?.?.?.”
 
He liked my answer. He looked at the passport with a hint of a smile and opened it back to the page where
he’d kept his finger. “So you’re saying you’ve never visited”—-he examined the stamped pages—-“Iran.”
 
“That’s right.”
 
“But judging by what I see here, you’ve made several visits to Egypt in the past few years.”
 
“Egypt? Oh, yes, to Sinai. We used to go there a lot. But lately it’s become a little dangerous. For Israelis, I
mean?.?.?.”
 
He got to the end of the passport and removed a document that had been stuck there ever since I finished my
army service.
 
“That’s from the IDF—-the army,” I explained. “It says I’m allowed to leave Israel as I wish.” Before he
could unleash another barrage of questions, I added, “Military service is compulsory in Israel. Women serve
two years and men three. I served in a unit that takes care of soldiers’ social welfare. I enlisted in 1990 and
finished in ’92.”
 
My sudden flow of speech, and particularly the effort I had made in the past few minutes to give my voice a
measure of calm and an odd sort of levity—-as though I was finding this situation increasingly amusing—-



had completely exhausted me.
 
“Now tell me, please”—-his voice sounded light and carefree now, almost friendly—-“how you write your
translation work.” He shut the passport and handed it to me. “Pen and paper, or on a computer?”
 
I certainly wasn’t expecting that. “Computer.”
 
“A laptop?”
I couldn’t believe it was still going on. “Yes, I?.?.?.”
 
He interlaced the fingers of both hands and put them on the table in front of him. “Here, at home?”
“Either here or at the university library.”
 
“And in coffee shops? Do you work on your laptop at coffee shops?”
 
“Yes. Sometimes.”
 
“Is there a particular place you go to regularly?”
 
“A particular place?” I hesitated. I wasn’t sure what he was getting at. “I’m sorry, but I don’t
understand.?.?.?.”
 
“Ma’am, have you recently visited a café not far from here, on the corner of Tenth Street and Sixth
Avenue?” His partner passed him the pen and he signed the bottom of the form. “Café Aquarium?”
 
“The Aquarium, oh yes?.?.?.”
 
“Might you have been there last week? On Tuesday evening?”
 
“Tuesday? I might have been. It’s—-”
 
He closed his eyes for a second, looking gratified. “Thank you, ma’am.”
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